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Ⅰ.エNTRODUCTION

Surfaces of ぶ01id materials are eroded under the energetic par-

ticle bombardment. This phenomenon is called sputtering. The erosion

rate is characteri2:ed by the sputtering yield Y Which is defined as

the mean number of emitted atoms per incident particle. The sputter-

ing yield depends in general on the type and state of the bombarded

material, in particular the detailed structure and composition of the

material surface. and the experimental geometry. There are a lot of

review articles concerning vith sputteringl･2,3,4.

From the vie甘POint of emission process, the sputtering can be

classified into two categories; physical sputtering and chemical

叩uttering5. In physical sputtering, also called knockon sputtering,

the Sputtered particles receive enough energy from co11isions 甘ith the

incident particles to overcome the surface binding energy. The latter

category invokes a chemical reaction induced by the impinging par-

ticles which produces an unstable compound at the surface. In this

report the main concern i8 the physical sputtering. The physical

sputtering is bettez: understood than the chemical sputtering.

The physical sputtering is closely related to many of the topics

in atomic collisions in solid51. subjectssuch as the interaction and

penetration of ions in solids including range theoz:y6, nuclear stop-

ping and electronic stopping of particles in matter and the develop-

ment.1 0f the radiation damage in materia15 have a bearing on

印utteZ:ing' The Sigmund-Thompson7,8 theory based on the theory of

nuclear stopping and radiation damage developed by Lindhard et al.6

provide8 the best theoretical framework to explain the basic aspects

of the 8puttering process. The transport theory of sputtering

developed by Sigmund has shown to be powerful tool to understand the

sputtering.

The physical model underlying the Sigmund-Thompson theory is aB

follows; . An iorl impinging on a random homogeneous solid generates a

collision cascade, and recoiling atoms in the cascade vi11 be 5Put-

tered Then they reach the surface With sufficient energy to overcome

the surface potential barrier Us･ The most significant I:esults of the

theory are expre"ed by the Thomp昏On energy Spectrums

JくE.Eo) ∝ Eo(Eo + tJ5)3
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and by the Sigmund sputtering yield at normal incidence7･
----

;

a (M2/Hl)Sn(E)

Ys(E) = 0･042 (2)

Ug

Where E is the ion energy･ Eo is the energy of a sputtered atom, Sn(E)

is the･ nuclear Stopping cross SeCtion･ and a (M2/Hl) is a function of

the maB8 ratio between the target mass u2 and the ion ma.ss封1･

Systematic deviations fz:om the original Sigmund formula (2) have

been pointed out flOrきOme Cases, Such as ユight-ion sputtering9 and low-

energy sputteringlO● After Sigmundls甘Ork, e▲fforts have been made to

get better expressions of sputtering yields from theorieslト1･3′ empiri-

cal relationl計14-20 and computer calculations2ト3し.

Current needs for sEputtering data at normal inzcidence and at oblique

incidence have aLCCelerated experimental measurements of sputtering

yields. A useful and convenient presentation of 'these sputtering data is

an empirical fox:mula 甘hich is applicable to any ion-target combination

and any incidenヒ energy. 工n views of plasma Wall interaction, it is

ve.ry important to estimate sputtering yields in the near threshold

energy region.

In order to obtain a simple analytic expression for the purpose of

the preliminary de首criptions of unknov･n 昏puttering yields, Bohdansky et

a1. have proposed the following empirical formul早e for sputtering yields

in the near threshold energy regime at normal incidence15,16･ ●

YB ≡ QBYN(E/Eth)･ (3)

Where YN(y) is the reduced sputtering yield Which has the form

yⅣ(二y) ･= 0･0085yl/4【1
-

y-･1】7/2 (4)

The fitting
para甲eter QB and the threshold energy Eth employed in Eq･

(4) are given by
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o･75M25/3

QB=

Eth =

出1く M2

Hl〉M2

Us/r(1-r) Hl/M2 く o･3

8Us(Ml/M2)2/5 Hl/H2 > 0･3

vhez:e r is the energy transfer factor Which is defined as

r
= 4HIH2′(Ml +M2)2･

(5)

(6)

(7)

Recently. Bohdansky revised the analytic formula of Eq. (3), and he

obtained the following form18･ ●

YB I Qcsn(e )g(E/Eth) (8)

Hez:e e
= E/EL is the LSS reduced energy With the definition of

Hl + H2 ZIZ2e2

EL = (9)

M2 aL

Where aL is the Lindhard screenin･g length6･ InEq･(8) Qc is the so-

called yield factor, Which depends mainly on Hl and H2 and is indepen-

dent of the incident energy. and sn(e ) is the I:educed nuclear stopping

cros5 昏eCtion for Which they used the following analytic approximation

to the Thomas-Ferm主mode1
31

proposed by Hatsunami et al.19･ ●

3.441√盲~1･n(. e + 2.718･)

Sn(e)
I

1 + 6.355√丁 +
£(6.882√丁- 1.708)
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The function g(y) i5 the correction factor for low ion energies

g(y)
I (1

-ど-2/3)(1 -_y-1)2.
(ll)

The values of the yield factor Qc are listed in refs･ 4and 18 for 68

ion-ta甲et COmbinations･

Under thei joint research program of data compilation at the Research

Information Center, Institute of Plasma Physics, the experimental data

of the energy dependence of the sputtering yield at normal incidence

Were collected. Taking account of the threshold effect in the original

sigmund formula, the following empirical formula Was proposed19･ ●

α SnくE)

Us

Y = 0.042 【1
-

(E七h′E)1/2 】. (12)

Where Eth is the Sputtering threshold energy and the sublimatlOn energy

is used as the surface binding energy Us･ The mass ratio d{}pendences of

a and the relative threshold energy 号 = Eth/Us are empirically deter-

mined in the form

o･1019 + 0･0842(M2/H1)0･9805 H2/Hlく2･163

-o･4137
+ 0･6092(M2/Ml)0･1708 H2/Hl 〉 2･163 ･

4･143 + 11･46(H2′Ml)-0･5005 H2畑1く 3･115

5･809 + 2･791(H2/Hl)0･4816 M2/H1 > 3･115･.

The nuclear stopping cross section ･i5 given by-_

Sn(≡) ≡ E5n(e )･
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Where Bn(e ) is given by Eq･ (1t'0) :and･･K is th･e conversion factor from

the reduced unit to the unit of eV cm2/1016 atoms:

ZIZ2

Ⅹ 三 84.78

(z12/3ナZ22/3)1/2 Ml + H2

(16)

In 1984. a revised empirical formula Was pごOpOSed by the same com-

pilation grouplOr20

α犬Q(Z2)Sn(E)

Y = 0.042

Us(1 + 0･35Usse(c ))

【1
-

(Eth/E)1/2】2･8･ (17)

甘here se(c ) is the Lindhard,s inelastic stopping function31. and the

empirical parameters α火and Eth are given by

α* = o･o8 + 0･164(t42/Hl)O･4 + o･o145(M2/W1)1･29･ (柑)

吉 = Eth/Us = 1･9 + 3･8(H2/Ml)-1 + o･134(t42/M1)1･24･ (19)

and

The factor Q is the rL2-dependent parameter and is listed in Table l･

The mai,∩ concern of this report iぎ the low-energy sputtering Which

is one of the most important proc'esses for impurity release in fusion

devices. The energies of ions and neutral atoms hitting the first Wall

are low and not in the energy range･for Which the original Sigmund for-

mula is applicable. The empirical至ormulae mentioned above include the

threshold effect, and for pz:actical applications the thref;hold energy of

sputte甘ing y.ield must be known.

us_in.g
-

the ～ Monte Calro simulation code ACAT, Yamamura and Mizuno30

investigated sputtering threshold energies at normal and obl=ique

incidence, and derived the follovまng mass ratio depe･ndence of the rela
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tiv申 threshpld energy at normal主ncid卓nCe_:

ぞ･ = Eth/Us = 0･214･+ 4･77(Hl′M2)0･567 + o･256(H2/M1)･ (20)

Foz: oblique incidence, however, it is very difficult to derive a univer-

sal relation for the threshold energy from computer studies30.

In this report the theory of sputtering thresholds for not-too-

oblique inci,dence vilュ be developed, considering several collision

sequences near the suz:face. A new version of the empirical formula is

proposed in order to obtain the sputtering yield in the near threshold

energy region.

Ⅲ . THRESHOLD ENERGY FOR NOT-TOO-OBLIQUE INCIDENCE

usually′ the sputtering mechanism is classified into two parts32,

1.e. the one due to collision cascades created by incoming ions

(mechanism 1) and the other due to collision cascades generated by ions

backscattered from the interior of solids (mechanism 2). The mechanism 1

is dominant for heavy-ion sputtering, vhile the mechanism 2 is dominant

for light-ion sputtering.

Recent computer studies on low-energy sputtering indicate that for

near threshold･z=puttering the sputtered atoms are generated by a fey

collisions and that all colコ.ision events take place only at the topmost

layer and/or the昏eCOnd layer30. The computer Works of the sputtering28

guggegt the possible collision sequences which lead to near-threshold

Sputtering, Which are sho甘n in Figs. 1 and 2.

In the mechanism 1. the first primary recoil atom is sputtered or

causes the sputtering process. In the 77)eChar!ism 之.I the projectile ion

iLS SCattered by t尋Z:get atOmS- inside solids, and create the p-rimary

r弓COil Which is finally 叩uttered. Additio_hal di昏tin_c七ionLS, A. a, C and

D in Fi甘, i- i-ndicate--.th阜t the number o至 co11isions involved i.n the

mechanism i ar革1. 2, 3 and mop_e th尋n 4. I:espectively. Sim-ilaTly, the

number of collis主orlS involved in th革 meqhanism 2A. 2B and 2C in Fig. 2

arez 1, 2 年nd more th-an- 3, respectively.

First of all ti.e Calculate the. -threshold_ en_e悶y● fdr- eaqh きCO11isio.n

s-e_quence 71 Shqvr! 圭一nF紬-S. 1 and 21 and-E壬dFen[tif-y t◆he loves七 en-e亡gy aS the

re,-al threshold.energy=33.
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a.1 Mechanism lC

The mechanism lC is_ the three-collision 卓roCeSS for sputtering.

This mechanism includes two different processes, i.e. ejection of the

secondary recoil atom (mechanism lC') and that of the primary recoil

atom (mechanism lCM). The former is important for small angleざ Of in-

cidence and the latter mechanism for large angles of incidence.

In Fig. 3, the more detailed descriptions of the mechanism lCl and

lew are shovn･ Where Eo is the energy of incidence and 8o is the angle

of incidence measured from the surface normal･ The energies. El. E2, E3

are those of the recoil atom after the first,
.second

and third

collisions. respectively. The total deflection angle measured from the

suz:face normal after the first, さeCOnd and third collisions are denoted

by e
l′82丘r･d

8 3 ･reSPeCtively･

For the mechanism lC--. each energy and total scattering angle is

given as
+

El =Eorsin2(㊤1′2) ･ (21)

E2 = El【1
-

sin2(o2/2)】
≡ Eorsin2(o1′之)cos2(o2′2)･ (22)

E3 =E2【1
-

sin2(o3/2)】

= Eor sin2(o l′2)cos2(令 2/2)cos2(o 3/2).

el= 8o' (7t
- 01)/2･

82= el+ 02/2= 8o' (7(
-01+

02)/2･

(23)

(24)

く25)

83= 82' 03/2= 8o' (7t
-01

+ 02+O3)/2, (26)

甘here 01. 02 and 03 are the 5Cattering angles in the centez: of mass

(CH) 5y5tem.

Replacing O2by 7t
- 02 in Eqs･ (22) and (25),甘e Can easily get

the energies and the total scattering angles of the secondary recoil

atom of the mechanism lCl. This means that the formula for threshold

energy of the mecb-antism lCf is the same as that of the mechanism lCf',

because the second and third I;Ollisions are equal-mass collisions.

Here, ve obtain the vertical component E+1C of the energy of the

outgoing recoil atom, Which has the form

-7-



E+1C = Eor sin2(o 1′之)cos2(o 2′2)cos2(o 3/2)
･I

01-¢2- ¢3

×sin2(8o- ). (27)

Here, 甘e use the planar potential as the surface barriez: for the

sputtez:ing･. Then. the ■threshold energy- of the mechanilSm lC is given by

Setting the maximum val- of E･ilC be equal･to the･5urface binding

enez:gy. Ri､gorously speaking, the CH scattering angles in Eq. (27) are

functions Of the impact parameter pl Of Fig･ 3, if the configuration of

each target atom i6 fixed. Hovever, the purpose of this 土eport is to

obtain the threshold energy in a random target. Therefore, it is very

reasonable to assume that any configuration of target atoms is alloyed

for th色 threz;hold sputtering. This assumption tel18 uS that the three

CH scattering angles, 0
1. 02 and O3, are independent variables･

If ve accept the above-mentioned assumさtion, iもis vety e早sy tO Ob-

tain the maximum value of E+1C･ ye have only to differentiate E+1C With

respect to ◎1′ ◎2 and 03, and using the conditions Of 8E+1C/803 =

o･ 8E+1C/802 = 0 and 8E+1C/801 ≡ 0, ve have the following simple

relations for the maximum value of E+1C･ ●

03= (7t
-28o'

01-02)/2,

◎2･=(7t ~+◎1-28o)/3.

01=(7t ' 0
o)/2･

(28)

(29)

(30)

≡ ●

･ ･ ･
l

.

7年 1

S･ubf;･tituting EqE. (28). (29) ana一(30) into Eq. (127A)†ields t･he maximum

vertical compon･en七 of the energy,of the outgoing
_rec.oil

altOm

4 :A-

7t + 8o･

E+1C = Eor sins

-8-
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The '叫r印如をd 印ergy- is 粥ual to the energy of incidence When the

equality 写+1C写Us is held･ Then, ve obtain the ･threshold energy- of

the mechanism lC,主.早.

Us

EthlC ≡

7t ' 0
o

r sin8

(32)

It is of interest to know the physical conditions Which give the

threshold collision sequence. First of all let us consider the scatter･･

ing angle in the laboratory (L) system al. each collision. With help of

the relations obtained in Eqs. (28), (29) and (30), some algebraic ar-

rangements give a simple relation

7{
- O

o

oIL=82L=83L= (33)

These equalities means that the threshold collision sequence or the min-

imum energy-loss process, is the collision sequence of the equal-angle

scattez:ings.

The sputtered atom loses the vertical component of its energy by an

amount of Us to overcome the surface barrier･ At the threshold energy･

hence, the sputtered atom is emitted parallel to the surface. This is

effectively a deflection due to the surface barrier. Its deflection

angle 8def is equal to (7t
- 8o)/4. and the supplement crf 8def is

equal to the scattering angle o.i the minimum energy-loss sequence.

Then, ve have

oil+o2L+83L+(7(/2-Odef)=7t
-8o･ (34)

The schematic representation of the minimum energy-loss sequence is

shown in Fig. 4.

2.2 Mechan▲ism lD`

The mechanism lD is the generalized case of the mechanism 1 (see

Fig. 5). Åfter the first collision the primary recoil atom is produced

and it experienc卓s m collisions before it knock5 0ff a surface atom. As

-9-



va昏 already mentioned in the previous section, the production of the

higher-order recoil atom is equivalent to the ぎCatteTing of the primary

recoil atom due to the equal mas5 COllision from the viewpoint of

threshold energy.

The conclusion of the previous section is that the collision

sequence With the equal-scattering-angle gives the maximum value for

the vet:tical component of the outgoing particle. The same conclusion

holds for the successive (m + 2) collision process in the mechanism lD,

While the deflection angle due to the surface barz:ier has the following

expregsion:

8def･= 8o- 01/2' (m'2)Om/2･ (35)

Using the requirement that all scattering angles at each collision

and the supplementary angle of 8 def
are equal and using the relation of

Eq. (34). ve can determine the CM scattering angle at the first colli-

sion and ve have the following equations similar to Eq. (33):

7t- 01 ()m 7t

βmL= -≡-- O
def=

之 2

7t
- 8o

m + 4

(36)

Here, OmL is the scattering angle in the i 5YStem･

This minimum energy-loss condition gives an explicit expression for

the 'threshold energy- of the mechani8m lD

Us

EthlD
--

(m+2)7t + 28o

2m + 8

r 5in2m+8

く37)

The minimum enez:gy-loss condition of this mechanism is schematically

shown in Fig･ 6･ Note that for m = O this equation is reduced to Eq.

(32).

-10-



2.3 拭echanism 2C

The mechanism 2A and mechanism 2B are the spe.cial cases of the

mechanism 2C. Let us discuss the th:reshold energy of the JreChanism 2C.

The schematic repz:esentation of the mechanism 2C is shown in Fig. 7.

The moving particle in a solid is the projectile. After the first

collision, the projectile makes m equal-angle scatterings with target

atoms before it kicks off a surface atom Which is finally sputtered.

After the first collision, the energy El and the total scattering

angle 8
1

aZ:e given as

E1=Eo(1- rsin2(ol/2)) ･

L
β1 = β0十 β12.

812L = tan-1

Where

sinOl

FL +COS◎1

(38)

(39)

(40)

With the definition of LL
= Ml/H2･

The energy Em.1 and the total scattering angle 0
m.1

before produc-

ing the primary recoil atom aごe

Em+1=Eo(1- rsin2(ol/2)) (1- rsin2(om/2))m･ (41)

8m+1= eo+812L+m8mL･ (42)

Where 8mL iB the scattering angle in the L system for the equaトangle

scattering and Om is the corresponding scattering angle in the CH

ByStem･.

The energies Em+2 and Em.3 and the total scattering angles Om.2 and

8
m.3

0f the primary recoil ato7n ar.e given as

Em+2 = Em+1r Sinュ(¢m+2/2),

-1l-
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Em+3 = Elm+2(1
-

sinュ(om+3[2)) ,

em.2-= 8m.1 + (7r
-

Om.2)/2′

8L:m.3= 8m.2+ Om'3/2 ･

(44)

(45)

JF
l

く46)

The vertical component of the energy of the outgoing recoil atom has the

expresBtion

E+2,C=Eor (1 -

rsin2(ol′2)) (1 -

rsin2(om/2))
m

×
sin2(om+2/2)cos之(o m+3/2)

xsin2(8o+ 812L+momL- (om+2-Om+3)/2) ･ (47)

Here ve assume again that the atomic configl,uration is random as in

section 2･1･ By differentiating E+2C With respect to the independent

variable5 ◎1.Om.Om.2 and Om.3, Ve get the -threBhold･ energy■- of the

mechaniざm 2C:

us(1 +
jL)･2m+2(1 + 2〟cosOl +･JL2)2-m

Etb2C ≡

r(1+LLCO$01)6

′ く48)

Where 0
1

is the 501ution of the following transcendental equation･･

(m+1)812L+3821L=7t
-Oo･

and the scattering angle 8L21L is卓声fined as

-12-
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･･FL SinOl

8如L= tan-1

1+ jL COS⑳1

(50)

The factor (m + 1) in Eq. (49) means the number of equal-angle scatter-

ing angles･ While the factor 3 of 8
all

means the sum of two equal-angle

collisions of the primary recoil atom and thte supplementary angle of the

deflect王on angle 8
def

due to the surface barrier･

The angle 8 21L
is the recoil angle whe･n the prim-art recoil atom is

produced′ and it is equal to the i scattering angle between a moving

recoil atom and a projectile at rest. Then, ve have

o12L+821L=o1 (51)I

The minimum energy-loss process of the mechanism 2C is interpreted

as the following:
.

1) A
_7}rOjec七i~1e

fo'llovs' i-he equal-scattering-angle

coll'ision ･sequ･ence, 2) a produced primary recoil atom also makes the

equal-scattering-angle lcollision sequenc-e, 3) the sum of the i scatter-

ing angle of the projectile and its recoil angle i苫 equal to the CH

5Cattering angle at the colli13ion Which produces the pri7naZ:y recoil

atom, and
.4･)the

supplementary angle of the deflection angle is equal

to the L 5Cattering ang1占 of the collision sequence of the primary

recoil atom.

Since the transcendental equation (4･9) cannot bti SOIved analytically

exc･ept for m = 2. the following ap,proxim'ate fez:mula is very useful in

the vhole -regi-on of jL

Us 1

Eth2C =

0
a

vhez:e

1 + 〟 2m十2

r cos6ea cosoa+FLCOS(8a/iL) , (52)

fL( 7(
-

8o )

m.i+ 1 + 3〟

-13-
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Finally. ve determine the real threshold energy of sp'u七tering･ For

Hl ≡ H2, EthlD is equal to Eth2C for the saTne COllision nun-her m･ The

lthre5hold energyl of the mechanism lD is symmetric With respect to Ml ≡

M2, and simple arithmetic calculations yield

Hl > M2

(54)

Nl < H2 ･

This equation te11昏 uS that the real threshold process corresponds to

the collision i;equenCe Where a particle With the smaller mass is moving

inside the EOlid.

Ⅲ . THE EHPIRICAL FORHULA 甘ITH REVISED EMPIRICAL PARAMETERS

The threshold energies derived in Section II are applicable to

oblique incid.en'Je. Due to the scare of data for the oblique incidence.

data for the normal incidence is treated hereafter. In the previous

reports19･20 empirical parameters a大. Q and Eth Of Eq･ (17) are deter-

mined at the same time using a non-linear least square method for Whole

energy regions. No f;ignificant Weight Was placed for the low energy

region, reiulting in a little bit scatter of the Eth Values･ Hoveve-I:㌔ it

is better to determine these empiz:ical parametersE independently.

In this repOrt･ better Eta Value9. are Obtained using the following

method for the low energy region. We define the reduced sputtering

yield Y* by34

y* = El/2(y/sn*(E)) 1/2･8,

and ve have from Eq. (17)

y* :

A(√首- √可言).

(55)

(56)

Here Å i昏 an energy-independent parameter Which includes the. empitical

parameter α. and Sn火(E) is the effective nuclear stopping cross section

-14-



Sn(E)

Which is defined ag

sn*(E) =

i ' 0･35Usse(e)

(57)

甘e have carried out the linear fitting of the sputtering data of 205

ion-target combinations to Eq･ (55) for Sn(E) < 2･5 X 10-13 ev･cm2･

That is to say. ih the Y* versus √すplot, the threshold energy Eth is

the intersection and the parameter α is proportional to the slope .

In Fig. 8, ve compared threshold energies determined empirically

vith theory. Almost empiz:ical thre雷hold energies lie between the m = i

curve and the m = 2 curve. In this report ve adopted the m --2 threshold

energy, i.e.

4
6 Us

(--)

3

Us 2Ml + 2M2 6

r Ml + 2M2

Eth =

Ml ≧ M2

Ml ≦ M2 ･

(58)

As in the pz:evious paperlO, a is expressed as a*Q. Figure 9 shows

empirical parameters α火as a function of the mass ratio M2/Ml･ The

solid line in Fig｡ 9 is the revised empirical value of a火

α* = o･10 + 0･155(M2/Ml)0･73 + o･oo1(M2/Ml)1･5 (59)

The 0 values of Eq. (17) depend pz:imary on the target materials and are

determined as the average off α/a* over ions. The revised Q values are

listed in Table 2.
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Ⅳ. COHPARISON OF THE 冨MPIRICAL FORMULA WITH EXPERIHENTAL DATA

The energy dependence of the sputtering yield of all available com-

binations of incident ions and target atoms upto 1983 have been compiled

and 5tOred in the computer'20. The comparisons between measured sput-

tering yield8 and the present empirical foz=mula (17) are giveh in Figs.

10 through 14, Where a火i5 Calculated using the revised empirical rela-

tion (59). the threshold energy is calculated from the theoretical for-

mula Eq.(58), and as Q values ve used those of Table 2.

Agreement betvecn the solid curve and data points for each ion-

target combination have been improved especially for the lov-energy

region as compared With the previous empirical vorks20 With Eqs. (18)

and (19). ex.cept fez: H･ D and He ions on Be target･ More careful

studies are required to investigate the poor agreement for Be target.

It should be noted that the Eth Values are smaller than those in the

previous repoz:t20 and hence the sputtez:ing yields are non-zero for very

low energies.
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Table i Q values of the empirical formula (17)

target Q target

Be

忠

C

AI

Si

Ti

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

2.1て

4.6

3.1

1.09

0.78

0.58

0.90

1～23

1.13

1.06

1.00

Ni

Cu

Ge

Zr

Nb

Mo

Ru

Rーh

Pd

Ag

Sn

i.O6

1.30

0.83

0.70

1.02

0.84

1.52

1.26

1.10

1.21

0.47

target Q

Hf

Ta

W

Re

Os

lr

Pt

Au

Th

U

0.75

0.78

1.10

1.27

1.47

1.37

1.13

1.04

0.90

0.81

Table 2 Revised empirical Q values for the empirical formula (17)

target Q

Be

a

C

AI

Si

Ti

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

1.97

4.10

2.69

1.ll

0.95

0.58

0.76

1.03

1.09

0.90

0.98

target Q

Ni

Cu

Ge

Zr

Nb

Mo

Ru

Rh

Pd

且g

Sn

0.94

1.之7

0.73

0.68

1.02

0.70

1.51

1.Z3

1.09

1.214

0.58
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target Q

Hf

Ta

V

Re

Os

lr

Pt

Au

Th

ロ

0.65

0.$2

0.77

1.34

1.47

1.39

0.93

1.02

0.73

0.66



MECHANISM I
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Fig. 1 Pog5ible mechanisms for the threshold 冒puttering of heavy

i6-I-n昏. Where a primary recoil atom is produ(プed at the first

co11i昏妾8nS.
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MECHANISM 2
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Fig. 2 Pos5ible mechanisms for the
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5ionB Of the projectile.
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Fig｡4 Schematics of the minimum energy loss in a three-collision

process (mechanism lC). where,.

81RL=91L=82L=83L=)I/2-8def=(7t
-8o)′4･
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the mechanifm lD, where a

primary recoil atom is produced at the first collision and the

primary recoil atom makes m collision5 Vith target atoms before

knocking off a 5urface atom.
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Fig.8 Sc:hematics of the minimum energy loE8 in a (m + 1) collision

process (mechanism lC), Where

oIRL=81L=-･=8m+3L=7t/2-8def=(7t
-8o)/(m+4)･
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MECHAMSM ZC

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the mechanigm 2C, where a

projectile make王; (m + 1) collisions With target atoms before its

knocking off a surface atom.
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Fig. 8 The mass-ratio dependence of threshold energy at normal

incid(3nCe for different collision numbers, Where the relative

thre$l101d energy is plotted. Thre5hold energy of m = 1 in the

range of凹2/Hl ≦ 1 is calculated from Eq･ ( 52) and that of m

from Eq. (58).
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Fig. 9 The massF-ratio dependence of the best fit values ofα火.

where the solid one is an empirical relation vhich is given in Eq.

(59).
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